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Medical News: Smoking hampers
healing of ligaments after surgery
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Washington People: Stoner enjoys
link between medicine, anthropology

Dance master: Del Saz to
teach, perform on campus
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§3 Washington University in StLouis
Chase named director
of Tyson Research Center
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

Jonathan M. Chase, Ph.D. (left), and Ruth Poland, senior in the Environmental Studies Program in Arts
& Sciences, examine a spotted salamander larvae in one of the Tyson Research Center ponds. Chase
recently was named Tyson's third director since 1970.

Jonathan M. Chase, Ph.D., associate professor of biology in
Arts & Sciences, has been named
director of the Tyson Research
Center by Edward S. Macias,
executive vice chancellor, dean of
Arts & Sciences and the Barbara
and David Thomas Distinguished
Professor in Arts & Sciences.
"A major thrust of Washington University now and in the future is energy, environment and
sustainability," Macias said. "Jon
Chase, an ecologist whose research on the environment and
ecology is very widely respected,
has a vision to make the Tyson
Research Center a sterling example of how a university research
station can enable a better understanding of these issues.
"We're very pleased to have
Jon at the helm of Tyson, which
will become a cornerstone of this
initiative," Macias said.
Chase's appointment became
effective Sept. 1. He has served as
interim director since 2005. He is
only the third permanent director
to oversee research and activities

at the 2,000-acre field site since
1970.
"Our department made a
commitment to build our faculty
in ecology about five years ago,
and Jon was our first hire," said
Ralph S. Quatrano, Ph.D., the
Spencer T Olin Professor and
chair of the Department of Biology in Arts & Sciences. "Since then,
he has been a major force in
building our faculty. His vision,
commitment, expertise and connections with the ecological community will make Tyson an integral part of the campus-wide environmental initiative. Jon will be
an outstanding leader."
Tyson Research Center, just 25
minutes from the Danforth Campus on 1-44 at Beaumont and Antire Road, was conveyed to the
University in 1963 by the U.S.
government following a variety of
uses, including munitions storage
during World War II and the Korean conflict. The site has more
than 80 buildings and installations erected by the government.
Before 1941, the land primarily
was used for crops and grazing as
See Chase, Page 6

Genetic finding sheds light
on blood vessel breakdown
BY MICHAEL

C. PURDY

Twenty-one years after they first
described a fatal genetic disorder in
Missouri and Arkansas families,
School of Medicine scientists have
linked the condition to mutations in a
gene known as TREX1.
The study appears online in Nature
Genetics.
The identification will accelerate
efforts to understand and treat retinal
vasculopathy with cerebral leukodystrophy (RVCL), a rare condition that
usually goes unrecognized or is misdiagnosed. In Asian and Caucasian patients with the disease, a complex and
ultimately fatal barrage of primarily
central nervous system symptoms, including vision loss,
mini-strokes and
dementia, begins
around age 45. The
Atkinson
symptoms can also
mimic a brain
tumor or multiple sclerosis. After
onset, RVCL is fatal within 10 years.
Because small blood vessels in the
back of the eye and the brain disappear in patients with RVCL, the new
link could have important relevance to
a much broader range of health problems affecting the elderly, including
common diseases like diabetes that
also alter microvessels.
"Why TREX1 mutations would
suddenly cause these blood vessels to
start disappearing at midlife is a mystery," said senior author John Atkinson, M.D., the Samuel Grant Professor
of Medicine and professor of molecular microbiology. "But now that we
have this link, what it teaches us about
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"Now that we have this
link, what it teaches us
about the health and
maintenance of these blood
vessels also may help a great
deal in understanding and
preventing their loss in
aging and in diabetes."
JOHN ATKINSON

the health and maintenance of these
blood vessels also may help a great deal
in understanding and preventing their
loss in aging and in diabetes."
Also on the list of disorders linked to
blood vessel loss is vascular dementia, a
condition that causes memory loss, disorientation and emotional problems in
the elderly. In the United States, vascular
dementia is the second-leading cause of
these symptoms after Alzheimer's disease; in some Asian nations, it is the
leading cause of dementia.
Gil Grand, M.D., professor of clinical
ophthalmology and visual sciences, and
Atkinson led the research team that in
1986 first reported RVCL as a novel
human disease. Since then, researchers
have identified other families with RVCL
in Europe, Australia and Taiwan.
In 2002, Atkinson's group and colleagues at other institutions tied the
condition to a portion of the third
chromosome. Unfortunately, the region
is rich with more than 150 complex
genes, and initial attempts to locate the
specific gene that causes RVCL were unsuccessful.
See Finding, Page 6

Larry A. Taber, Ph.D. (left), and Philip Bayly, Ph.D., employ a microindentation device to
measure the mechanical properties of embryonic hearts and brains. The researchers are
trying to understand the similarities and differences between the shaping of the brain
and heart during embryonic development.

WUSTL engineers find common ground
in brain folding, heart development
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

ngineers at Washington University are find5 ing common ground between the shaping
of the brain and the heart during embryonic
development.
Larry A. Taber, Ph.D., the Dennis and Barbara Kessler Professor of Biomedical Engineering, and Philip Bayly, Ph.D., the Hughes
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, are examining mechanical and developmental
processes that occur in the folding of the
brain's surface, or cortex, which gives the
higher mammalian brain more surface area
(and more intellectual capacity) than a brain
of comparable volume with a smooth surface.
Folding is important in human brain development because some of the worst neurological problems — schizophrenia, autism and
lissenchephaly (smoothness of the cortex,
which leads to severe psychomotor retarda-

tion) are associated with abnormal brain folding. The neuromuscular disorder dystonia is
possibly associated with faulty connectivity in
the brain, which has been hypothesized to affect cortical folding.
The researchers hope that increased understanding of brain folding might someday help
prevent such diseases.
Although folding is generally what makes
higher mammals smart, Albert Einstein had
an abnormally folded brain that resulted in
genius. Certain folds in his brain were absent,
which might have enabled the area associated
with mathematical reasoning to be larger than
normal because it didn't have a boundary to
restrict its growth.
According to Taber, the heart and the brain
both begin as simple tubes that eventually develop in different ways. Looping is a key phenomenon in the early embryo where the tuSee Engineers, Page 6
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Retirees honored by
University at luncheon
BY JESSICA DAUES

When Thomas Murry began
working at the School of
Medicine as a medical
photographer in 1974, the campus looked a bit different. Some
buildings around then no longer
are standing, and the first lab in
which he worked has undergone,
well, some cosmetic changes.
"The lab was turned into a
women's bathroom," Murry said.
"That's how small it was."
Murry was one of 72 people
who retired from the University
this past year. He joined 22 other
retirees, along with the retirees'
family and friends, Sept. 25 for a
celebratory luncheon hosted by
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton at
the Whittemore House.
Each retiree in attendance received a walnut plaque featuring
the University seal and the number of years of his or her service.
Presenting the plaques were
Wrighton; Larry Shapiro, M.D.,
executive vice chancellor for medical affairs and dean of the School
of Medicine; Fred Volkmann, vice
chancellor for public affairs; and
Ann Prenatt, vice chancellor for
human resources.
"Today, people at Washington
University are benefiting from
your hard work," Wrighton told
the retirees. "On behalf of everyone at Washington University, you

have my thanks and appreciation
for all that you've done to make
this the great place that it is; a
great place for a wonderful education, a great place to work and,
in many respects, a place that
brings benefits well beyond
St. Louis."
Special recognition and baskets
of flowers were given to the three
retirees attending the luncheon
who had the greatest number of
years of service.
These retirees were Murry (Radiology, 32 years), Benny Woods
(Olin Library, 30 years) and Deborah Long (Biology and Biomedical Science Graduate Affairs, 28
years).
The 72 retirees contributed a
total of 1,538 years of service to
the University.

Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton (left) hosted a luncheon to celebrate the contribution of 72 recent retirees to
the University. The retirees attending the luncheon with the greatest number of years of service — (from
right) Thomas Murry (Radiology, 32 years), Deborah Long (Biology and Biomedical Science Graduate
Affairs, 28 years) and Benny Woods (Olin Library, 30 years) — each received a basket of flowers.

Retirees and their lengths of service
Clara Asnes (12 years); Barbara
Beck (13 years); Saul Becker (21
years); Nancy Belt (10 years);
Michael Biondo (20 years); Elizabeth Bloomfield (26 years); Judith
Bodnar (41 years); Jennifer
Bollinger (17 years); Linda Butler
(30 years); Sherry Cannon (21
years); Jean Chou (23 years);
Jane D'Amico (18 years); Patricia
Davis (25 years); Pearline Degenhardt (16 years); Joyce Duncan
(15 years); Randy Farmer (18
years); Carolyn Feldkamp (13

years); Elisabeth Fischer (18
years); Barbara Forgash (18
years); Frances Frazier (15 years);
William Giese (33 years); Winston
Gifford (14 years); Elizabeth
Gowan (12 years); Barbara Halbrook (34 years); Ann Hanke (11
years); Virginia Herberts (16 years);
Chaobin Hu (18 years); Carol
Jones (35 years); William Jones
(23 years); Vickie Kamp (31 years);
Addie Kelley (21 years); Jean Kirby
(35 years); Joann Labruyere (28
years); Ruth Ladenson (11 years);

Children respond to 'active' programs
for getting fit, eating balanced diet
A little health information is not
enough to help obese children
get into better shape, according to
a recent analysis.
However, programs specifically
aimed at changing eating and exercise habits are helpful, according to a new review of evidence in
the September issue of the journal
Health Psychology.
Moreover, children who do not
receive an offer for intervention
or who receive information only
tend to experience weight gains.
Children given guidance that is
more direct get into better shape,
according to the review.
"Providers make the assumption that providing information
leads to changes," said Denise
Wilfley, Ph.D., lead author and
professor of psychiatry, medicine
and pediatrics at the School of
Medicine and professor of psychology in Arts & Sciences. "Providing information is a necessary
component, but it's not sufficient."
Children need interventions
that provide more guidance that
is active and strategies to help
them make behavioral changes,

Wilfley said. An "active" treatment, according to the review, involved "any combination of diet,
physical activity or behavioral
treatment recommendations." Sessions varied widely — from family
counseling sessions on diet to
child-only physical training sessions to diet
and exercise
combinations.
The researchers
looked at 14
studies involving 527 young
children, adolescents and
Wilfley
teenagers. Some
children participated in active treatment programs with an average of about 18
sessions. Others had no treatment
or were offered educational sessions only.
The children who participated
in treatment programs experienced an 8 percent to 9 percent reduction in weight status, which is
the child's weight in relation to
various factors such as age and
height. Without treatment or with

University Police Department to help
collect coats for underprivileged
Won't know what to do with
Ufhe coats your kids outgrew last year? Or that ski
jacket that you don't use anymore?
Beginning Oct. 7, the
Washington University Police
Department encourages the
University community to
drop off new and gently used
coats for the Kurt Warner
First Things First Foundation's Warners' Warm-up
coat drive at the police department office, located in
the South 40. The drive,
which ends Oct. 21, collects
coats for Operation Food
Search, which distributes the

coats to those who need them
most.
"This is a good opportunity
for our campus to give back to
the greater St. Louis community," said Chief of University Police Don Strom.
To arrange for a pick-up
of coats at a campus office,
contact Wendy Oloteo at
935-7698.
Coats also can be dropped
off at participating FedEx
Kinko's, Custom Cuts and
credit unions. For more information about Warner's Warmup or the Kurt Warner First
Things First Foundation, visit
kurtwarner.org.

education only, there was a 2.1
percent increase in weight status.
Measuring progress can be
tricky when it comes to obese
children. Wilfley is cautious
about using the term weight loss.
For example, if a child does not
gain or lose weight but grows
taller, he still is making strides toward getting into better shape.
Getting into shape is a matter
of eating less and exercising
more, Wilfley said, but the tough
part is that children are drawn to
food such as hamburgers, fried
chicken and pizzas — frequent
lunchtime offerings in school
cafeterias. "The cultural context is
not supportive of managing your
weight."
The fact that children actually
get worse if given only a little information worries Brian Saelens,
associate professor of pediatrics
at the University of Washington
and Seattle Children's Hospital
Research Institute.
"Five minutes during a doctor's visit is all a lot of kids get,"
he said. "They (doctors) wish
they had more time and more resources, but that's what they're
given."
With little information in
hand, children sometimes try to
make changes in eating habits on
their own, but their efforts can
backfire.
"My guess is that they try
something, but they don't get the
support," he said.
Parents buy food for the
home, and they're the ones who
decide to bring home fried chicken and french fries for dinner instead of making baked chicken.
Unless parents change what is
in the pantry, the child must independently resist poor food
choices.
"That's hard to do," Saelens
said. Ultimately, kids "feel like
they've failed at something. The
way they cope with failure is to
eat."
"Data suggests (that) intervening with a parent and child concurrently can have a marked impact," Wilfley said.

Mary Ann Laflin (12 years); Judith
Leicht (17 years); Sharon Little (10
years); Deborah Long (28 years);
Barbara Luszczynska (28 years);
Bei-Wen Ma (10 years); Marietta
Magnus (19 years); Robert Marbs
(20 years); David Marshall (25
years); Michael Moll (19 years); Barbara Muehlher (14 years); Thomas
Murry (32 years); Dennis Nagy (18
years); Alan Norman (10 years);
Jitka Olander (14 years); Angelo
Oldani (19 years); Barbara Oldani
(20 years); Lucila Paras (10 years);
Elaine Pirkey (22 years); Joann Polk
(17 years); Sharon Putzel (10

years); Susan Reinschmidt (23
years); Marian Riley (22 years);
Linda Schaeffer (36 years);
Georgia Schefft (25 years);
David Schilling (27 years);
Louise Schoelch (26 years);
Martha Shafer (20 years); Christine Smith (41 years); Pranoat
Suntharothok-Priesmeyer (38
years); Harriet Switzer (26
years); David Tanner (34 years);
Douglas Twells (16 years); Craig
Vokracka (20 years); John Walters (35 years); Maria Watson
(11 years); Doris Wellman (22
years); Benny Woods (30 years).

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police Sept. 26-0ct. 2. Readers with
information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555.
This information is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is
available on the University Police Web site at police.wustl.edu.

Sept. 28
3:43 p.m. — A person stated she
left her coin purse on a table next
to a computer at the Mallinckrodt
Center. When she returned, the
purse was missing.

Sept. 30
10:33 a.m. — Bicycles reported
disturbed outside of the Athletic
Complex. An officer found several
broken cables, two unsecured
bikes and several bikes knocked
down.
2:05 p.m. — A person reported his
backpack had been stolen from
the weight room on the lower
level of the Athletic Complex.
9:20 p.m. — A wallet placed on a

gym floor in the Athletic
Complex was stolen while the
complainant played basketball.

Oct. 1
4:27 p.m. — A subject made
repeated contacts with a student
while she was at Olin Library,
making her feel uncomfortable.
He also sent her a friend request
on Facebook, which she ignored.
University police also responded to
four larcenies, four accidental
injuries, four sick cases, two
reports of lost articles, two checks
for well being, one investigation,
one information-only report and
one report each of property damage, domestic violence, fraud, trespassing and threat.
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School of Medicine Update

Smoking impairs ligament healing, researchers find
BY JIM DRYDEN

The list of reasons to not
smoke has gotten longer:
School of Medicine
researchers report that smoking
interferes with ligament healing.
Studying mice with knee ligament injuries, the team discovered cigarette smoking impairs
the recruitment of cells to the injury site and
delays healing
following ligament-repair
surgery. They
reported their
findings in the
lournal of Orthopaedic Research.
Wright
The researchers
looked at the
mouse medial
collateral ligament (MCL), a
ligament that
supports the
knee joint in
both mice and
people. Each
Sandell
year in the
United States there are more than
20 million reported ligament injuries, and MCL injuries are the
most common. They also are the
most common injuries seen in
competitive and recreational
sports, although many go unreported.
"A lot of MCL injuries never
make it to an emergency room
because patients will have a sore
knee but don't seek treatment,"
said Rick W. Wright, M.D., associate professor of orthopaedic surgery and a senior investigator on
the study.
Previous studies have shown
that the mouse provides a good
paradigm for what happens in in-

jured human knees.
"This is a good model for knee
ligament injury, but it could be a
model for ligament injuries anywhere in the body," said co-investigator Linda J. Sandell, Ph.D.,
professor of orthopaedic surgery.
"It's likely the biology is transferable to other knee, elbow, shoulder and other ligaments."
To look at the effects of smoking, Sandell, Wright and their colleagues used a system developed
at the School of Medicine in
which mice are placed inside
smoking chambers six days per
week. The mice don't actually
have cigarettes in their mouths,
but they get enough passive fumes
to "smoke" two cigarettes daily,
the equivalent of a person smoking about four packs per day.
Mice were placed in the smoking
chambers for two months prior to
MCL surgery and then again after
surgery to mimic the behavior of
humans who continue to smoke
following an injury.
The soft tissue healing that occurs following ligament injuries
occurs in stages. There is an immediate pooling of blood near the
injury, the sort of hemorrhaging
that will cause swelling right away.
This initial response is followed
by several days of inflammation,
in which cells called macrophages
flock to the injury site and secrete
substances called cytokines and
chemokines. Those, in turn, recruit more cells to assist in healing. The final stage of healing involves remodeling of the tissue
and can continue for months and
even years.
An earlier study found an increase in cell density and in gene
activity to produce type I collagen
in the first week following MCL
injury, so researchers paid close
attention to cell density, biomechanical function and gene ex-

Grant to provide training for
physical, occupational therapists
BY BETH MILLER

The Program in Physical
Therapy has been awarded a
five-year, $4.6 million grant to
establish an interdisciplinary
postgraduate training program
for physical and occupational
therapists.
Michael J. Mueller, Ph.D., associate professor of physical therapy, is the principal investigator.
Funded by the National Center for Medical Rehabilitation Research of the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke, the
grant is one of
only two K12
grants awarded
for physical and
occupational
therapists. The
National Insti- Mueller
tutes of
Health's K12 grants fund career
development programs.
The Washington Universitybased multi-center project, called
the Comprehensive Opportunities
for Rehabilitation Research Training (CORRT), will fund 15-20
scholars over the five-year grant
period. It is modeled after a similar
career development grant received
in 2005 by Victoria J. Fraser, M.D.,
the J. William Campbell Professor
of Medicine and co-director of the
School of Medicine's infectious
diseases division.
The grant provides an inter-

disciplinary approach to bring
other sciences into the field of
physical rehabilitation, Mueller
said, and will allow scholars to
train at one of seven institutions:
Washington University, University
of Pittsburgh, University of Delaware, Johns Hopkins University,
Emory University, University of
Miami and University of Iowa.
"There is a tremendous array of
more than 60 mentors and laboratories where the scholars can do
clinical research to improve the
lives of people with chronic physical disabilities," Mueller said.
Each scholar will work with at
least two mentors: one a physical
therapist or occupational therapist
and another from a different discipline. Twenty WUSTL faculty
from diverse research areas have
agreed to serve as mentors for the
scholars in the CORRT project.
M. Carolyn Baum, Ph.D., Elias
Michael director and professor of
occupational therapy, is on the executive committee representing
occupational therapy for the
CORRT program and will serve on
the admissions committee.
Mueller already has received
substantial interest in the program
from potential scholars and plans
to start taking applications this
month for training that begins
Jan. 1.
"It's exciting to think about the
different research collaborations
that will develop from this program in the coming years," he said.
For more information or to
apply, contact Alisa Cooperstein
at acooperstein@wustl.edu or
Mueller at muellerm@wustl.edu.

"This is a good model for knee ligament injury, but
it could be a model for ligament injuries anywhere
in the body. It's likely the biology is transferable to
other knee, elbow, shoulder and other ligaments."
LINDA

pression during the first week
after MCL repair. In mice exposed
to cigarette smoke, cell density
was lower and type I collagen
gene expression was reduced.
"Our studies also have shown a
decreased macrophage response
that may help explain why we see
this delayed or decreased healing
response," Wright said.
Sandell and Wright said their

J. SANDELL

findings point to yet another reason smokers would do well to
quit.
"Many patients don't want to
hear it, but these results suggest
that smoking affects anyone who
needs ligament-repair surgery."
Wright said.
"I counsel surgery patients to
at least try to decrease smoking
because, if nothing else, that will

improve the healing of their surgical incisions. Quitting smoking
is good health management regardless, but in patients having
this kind of surgery, there are
extra advantages."
Wright and Sandell are now
comparing mice exposed to
smoke before MCL surgery to
those exposed both before and
after surgery to see whether ending smoking might assist ligament
healing.
"Because ligament injuries
usually occur suddenly, it's unlikely people will stop smoking until
after their injury," Sandell said.
"So we want to learn whether
smoking cessation near the time
of surgery might help reverse the
healing delays we saw in this
study."

Triple play Larry Shapiro, M.D., executive vice chancellor for medical affairs and dean of the
School of Medicine, congratulates Gladys Tse, M.D., assistant professor of obstetrics and gynecology, who accepted the Apollo Award for the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
annual Clinical Staff Recognition Celebration Sept. 21 at the Center for Advanced Medicine. It is
the third time the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology has received the Apollo Award, which
goes to the clinical department that achieved the highest patient satisfaction scores in fiscal year
2007. Debra Gase, a registered nurse in the Division of Infectious Diseases in the Department of
Medicine, received the Guiding Star Award, which is given to the Clinical Employee of the Year.

New gene therapy tools may activate
treatments for inherited blindness
BY MICHAEL

C. PURDY

An improved approach to gene therapy may one
day treat some of the nearly 200 inherited forms
of blindness, School of Medicine scientists have
found.
In a paper published online by Public Library of
Science ONE, University researchers took initial steps
toward treating blindness by identifying DNA elements that control when and where genes linked to
blindness are turned on.
"In its most basic form, gene therapy requires
three components," said Joseph Corbo, M.D., Ph.D.,
assistant professor of pathology and immunology
and senior author of the paper. "You need to identify
the gene that's mutated in patients and obtain a
healthy copy of that gene; you need an agent to deliver the healthy gene to a patient's cells, which is
usually a weakened virus; and then you also need additional DNA elements that turn on the healthy gene
in the right cells and at the right levels."
Corbo and colleagues used a computational
analysis of DNA to look for elements that can turn
on genes in the eye's light-sensing photoreceptor
cells. Their search identified hundreds of potential
cis-regulatory elements, which are segments of DNA
involved in turning genes on and off. They confirmed 19 of these elements, more than doubling the
number known to scientists. The newly discovered
elements can be used as switches to activate blindness therapies.
"This result is significant because the number of

cis-regulatory elements previously available for gene
therapy was quite limited," Corbo said.
By some estimates, photoreceptors are the most
energy-intensive cells in the human body, consuming
more power than any other cell type. Unfortunately,
high energy also brings a high degree of volatility.
"If anything goes wrong in these cells, they're
going down the tubes," Corbo said. "That's why there
are so many inherited forms of blindness linked to
degeneration of photoreceptors."
Corbo and colleagues began their studies with
three genes previously shown to be important to regulation of photoreceptor proteins. The three genes,
known as transcription factors, act by binding to
DNA in a way that turns other genes on or off.
"Using a computerized search of DNA, we were
able to identify several hundred potential binding
sites for these transcription factors," Corbo said.
Through a variety of experiments, Corbo's group
confirmed that 19 of the new sites are involved in
regulation of photoreceptor genes linked to inherited
forms of blindness. By studying new and previously
established sites, they derived some basic rules or
"grammar" that seem to govern how the sites work.
"We've by no means finished defining this grammar — it's going to be a major task," he said. "But
what we know now has allowed us to create entirely
synthetic cis-regulatory elements, which function in
photoreceptors. A more complete grammar may
even one day allow us to design customized versions
of cis-regulatory elements to incorporate into gene
therapy vectors for individual patients."
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Collagist in space Acclaimed artist Judy Pfaff returns to WUSTL for visiting artist lecture
Iudy Pfaff, one of the most cel-

IIebrated artists of her generalittion, is known for crafting

A detail from Judy Pfaff's 2003 installation "Neither Here Nor There" at the Ameringer/Yohe Gallery
in New York. Pfaff, a graduate of Washington University, is one of the most acclaimed installation
artists working today. She will speak about her work Oct. 11 for the Sam Fox school's Visiting Artist
Lecture Series.

large-scale installations that combine local materials with elements
of painting, sculpture and architecture.
In October, Pfaff— a 1971
graduate of Washington University
— will return to St. Louis to discuss her work for the Sam Fox
School of Design & Visual Arts' fall
Visiting Artist Lecture Series.
Born in London, Pfaff moved
to the United States at age 13 and
studied in Michigan and Illinois
before earning her bachelor of fine
arts from the University. In 1973,
she earned a master's of fine arts
degree from Yale University and
staged her first solo exhibition at
the Razor Gallery in New York. In
the years since, she has mounted
more than 100 one-person shows
and installations and participated
in more than 200 group exhibitions.
Though Pfaff calls herself a
"dyed-in-the-wool abstractionist,"
she frequently draws imagery and
inspiration from the physical
world: the way light falls, the
branches of a tree or the intricate
patterns of antique lace doilies.
Working largely on-site, she incorporates both found and fabricated
elements — ranging from steel,
fiberglass and driftwood to vines,
blown glass and neon-colored
string — to create dizzyingly elaborate structures. The feeling is at

once transparent and densely
packed, as if the viewer had physically entered a painting or drawing.
"Do you know the way a child
imagines what an artist or
moviemaker does? Like at the beginning of Disney films, where
they take a single paintbrush and
with a single stroke create a fullcolor, sparkling scene? That's what
I'm after," Pfaff said in a 2005 interview with Washington University Magazine. "My whole life is
about the labor, but I want my
work to seem magical when it's
done, like a vision that transports
people."
Today Pfaff's work can be
found in such prestigious collections as the Detroit Institute of
Art, the Philadelphia Museum of
Art and New York's Museum of
Modern Art and Whitney Museum
of American Art. Her numerous
awards include a 2004 MacArfhur
"genius" Fellowship as well as
grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Guggenheim
Foundation and many others.
Pfaff currently serves as professor and co-chair of art at Bard
College in Annandale-on-Hudson,
N.Y., and as artist-in-residence at
the Hui Noieau Visual Arts Center
in Maui, Hawaii.
The talk is free and open to
the public and begins at 7 p.m.
Oct. 11 in Steinberg Hall Auditorium. For more information, visit
samfoxschool.wustl.edu or call
935-9300.

Darwin's Nose • Sugar Shock • Spirituality at WUSTL
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place Oct. 4-18 at
Washington University. Visit the Web
for expanded calendars for the Danforth
Campus (webevent.wustl.edu) and the
School of Medicine (medschool
.wustl.edu/calendars.html).

Exhibits
"Horse Series." Abstract images of
Clydesdale horses by Robert Boston,
School of Medicine photographer.
Through fall. Farrell Learning and
Teaching Center, 520 S. Euclid Ave.,
Lvl. 2.

Lectures
Thursday, Oct. 4
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "Parasitic
Nematodes — From Genomes to
Control." Makedonka Mitreva, research
asst. prof, of genetics. McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 823.
362-2139.
3 p.m. Cell Biology & Physiology
Seminar. "Leaving the Comfort Zone
Behind: Comments on Building Your
Career in Science." Ruth Collins, assoc.
prof, of molecular medicine, Cornell U.

McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 426. 362-3964.
4 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series.
"MR Biomarkers of CNS Injury:
Applications in the Visual System."
Sheng-Kwei Victor Song, assoc. prof, of
radiology. Maternity Bldg., Rm. 725.
362-3315.
7 p.m. School of Medicine CME Course.
Mini-Medical School III. Cost: $125.
(Continues weekly through Nov. 15.) Eric
P. Newman Education Center. To register:
362-6585.
8 p.m. Comparative Literature Seminar.
Annual William H. Matheson Lecture.
"The Zhuangzi: Work as Membrane; Or,
The Repeated Possibility of Comparative
Literature." Haun Saussy, prof, of comparative literature, Yale U. Duncker Hall,
Rm. 201, Hurst Lounge. 935-5170.

Friday, Oct. 5
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar.
"Rab GTPase Activation and the Mystery
of Familial Dysautonomia." Ruth Collins,
assoc. prof, of molecular medicine,
Cornell U. McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-3964.
2 p.m. Joint Center for East Asian Studies
Colloquium. "Energy, The Global
Environment and East Asia." Brian
Woodall, dir. of graduate programs, Ga.
Inst. of Technology, and Ralph Litzinger,
assoc. prof, of anthropology, Duke U.
Social Sciences & Business Bldg.,

Rm. 331. U. of Mo.-St. Louis. For information or to register call 516-7299.
3 p.m. Cell Biology & Physiology
Seminar. "Salt Licks and Salt Tricks:
How Salt Retention Causes Hypertension." Mordecai P. Blaustein, dir.,
Maryland Center for Heart, U. of Md.
School of Medicine. McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6630.
3 p.m. Pluralism, Politics & Religion
Initiative Lecture. "The Evolution of
Violence in France." Laurent Mucchelli,
sociologist. Busch Hall, Rm. 113, Cohen
Lounge. 935-4448.

Saturday, Oct. 6
10 a.m. Physics Science Saturdays
Lecture Series. "Assessing the Quality
of Medical Tests." James G. Miller, prof,
of physics. Crow Hall, Rm. 201.
935-6276.

Submit "University Events" items
to Angela Hall of the Record
staff via:
e-mail — recordcalendar
©wustl.edu
campus mall —
Campus Box 1070
fax — 935-4259
Upon request, forms for submitting events will be e-mailed,
mailed or faxed to departments to
be filled out and returned.
Deadline for submissions is
noon the Thursday prior to
publication date.

Monday, Oct. 8
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Center for the Application of Information Technology
Woriohop. "Consulting Skills for the IT
Professional." (Continues 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m. Oct. 9.) Cost: $1,210, reduced fees
available for CAIT member organizations.
CAIT, 5 N. Jackson Ave. 935-4444.
8:30 a.m. Midwest Regional Center of
Excellence for Blodefense and
Emerging Infectious Diseases Research
Annual Meeting. John Skehel, vice president of the academy of medical sci-

Immigration topic of Constitutional Conference
The St. Louis Chapter of the American Jewish
Congress and the School of Law are co-sponsoring the 27th annual Constitutional Conference tided
"In a Nation of Immigrants, Immigration Impasse:
What Now?" at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 7, in the
Bryan Cave Moot Courtroom in Anheuser-Busch
Hall.
The conference, which is free and open to the
public, will begin with welcoming remarks by Jay
Umansky, president of the St. Louis Chapter of the
American Jewish Congress, and Kent Syverud, J.D.,
dean of the School of Law and the Ethan A.H. Shepley University Professor.
Immigration attorney Suzanne Brown, J.D., chair
elect of the Missouri/Kansas Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association, will give the
Jerome W. Sidel Memorial Lecture.
Brown, who received her law degree from the
University in 1996, is a partner at the Law Offices of
Suzanne Brown in St. Louis. She is a member of the

How to submit
University Events'

American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA)
and serves as an AILA liaison for both the Nebraska
Service Center and the St. Louis office of the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services.
Brown has been engaged in the practice of immigration and nationalities law since 1988, first
as a Board of Immigration Appeals Accredited
Representative and then as an attorney in private
practice.
After Brown's address, a panel discussion will follow featuring Julia Ostropolsky, executive director of
Bi-Lingual International Assistant Services; Courtney
Prentis, director of Catholic Charities Community
Services Southside; and Joan Suarez, chair of Missouri Immigration 8c Refugee Advocates. Journalist
Richard Weiss will moderate.
A reception will follow in the WL. Hadley Griffin
Student Commons.
Reservations for the reception are required and
can be made at msrmsr@sbcglobal.net or 993-5505.

ences. Eric P. Newman Education Center.
For information or to register call
286-0432.
Noon. Work, Families and Public Policy
Brown Bag Seminar Series. "Women's
Liberation: What Was in it for Men?"
Michele Tertilt, asst. prof, of economics,
Stanford U. Eliot Hall, Rm. 300.
935-4918.
1 p.m. Master of Psychiatric Epidemiology
Program Seminar. "Epidemiology of
Cannabis Use and Cannabis Use
Disorders." Michael Lynskey, asst. prof,
of psychiatry. Farrell Learning & Teaching
Center, Rm. 213 A&B. 286-2261.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Lymphocyte Development:
Taking Cues From Damaged DNA." Barry
Sleckman, assoc. prof, of pathology &
immunology. Farrell Learning & Teaching
Center, Connor Aud. 362-2763.
7:15 p.m. College of Arts & Sciences
Lecture. "The Big Mouth Theory:
Communication Power in the Global
Arena." Michael Widlanski, visiting prof,
of Israel studies. (Kosher reception follows.) Wilson Hall, Rm. 214. 935-7003.

Tuesday, Oct. 9
Noon. Molecular Microbiology &
Mlcroblal Pathogenesls Seminar Series.
"Adherence of the Extracellular Human
Parasite Trichomonas Vaginalis to Host
Cells." Patricia Johnson, prof, of microbiology, U. of Calif., Los Angeles. Cori Aud
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-1514.
Noon. Program in Physical Research
Seminar. "Differences in Lumbopelvic
Movement During Knee Flexion in Prone
Between People With and Without Low

Back Pain." Sara Scholtes, doctoral student. 4444 Forest Park Blvd., Lower Lvl.,
Rm. B108. 286-1404.
4:30 p.m. Freedom from Smoking Class.
(Continues twice weekly through Oct. 16.)
Farrell Learning & Teaching Center,
Rm. 213 A&B. To register: 362-6961.
7 p.m. School of Medicine CME Course.
Mini-Medical School I. Cost: $125.
(Continues weekly through Nov. 13.) Eric
P. Newman Education Center. To register:
362-6585.

Wednesday, Oct. 10
4 p.m. Physics Colloquium. "The Middle
World: Physics of Protein." Hans Frauenfelder, dir. of the center for nonlinear
studies, Los Alamos National Laboratory.
(3:30 p.m. coffee, Compton Hall, Rm.
245.) Crow Hall, Rm. 204. 935-6276.

Thursday, Oct. 11
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "The Cancer
Epigenome: Its Origins and Implications
for Tumor Progression." Stephen B.
Baylin, prof, of oncology, Johns Hopkins
U. School of Medicine. McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 823.
362-2139.
4 p.m. Chemistry Seminar. "Functional
Dendrimers and Organic-Inorganic
Hybrids." Zhonghua Peng, prof, of chemistry, U. of Mo.-Kansas City. McMillen
Lab., Rm. 311.935-6530.
4 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series.
"Developmental Genomics and Ocular
Melanoma." J. William Harbour, prof, of
ophthalmology. Maternity Bldg., Rm. 725.
362-3315.
8 p.m. Romance Languages & Literatures
Lecture. Annual Rolando Lara Memorial
Lecture. "Imagining the Early Modern
Child." Eva Kushner, prof, emeritus of
comparative literature, U. of Toronto.
(Reception follows.) McMillan Cafe.
935-5175.

Friday, Oct. 12
8 a.m.-3 p.m. St. Louis STD/HIV
Prevention Training Center Course. Ask,
Screen, Intervene." Cost: $50. For location and to register: 747-1522.
3 p.m. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar.
"Human Genetic Diseases: Insights Into
Elastic Fiber Formation and Vascular
Development." Zsolt Urban, asst. prof, of
pediatrics. McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6630.
4 p.m. Dept. of Music Graduate Symposium. "Rudolph Ganz and Musical
Modernism in St. Louis, 1917-1927."
Emily Granneman, graduate teaching
asst. "Une Culture Classique Superieure:

(
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Heralded dancer Alberto del Saz to teach, perform on campus
BYLIAMOTTEN
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Alberto del Saz, world-renown dancer and co-director of the acclaimed Nikolais/Louis Foundation for Dance, will be on campus
from Sunday, Oct. 7, through Oct. 13 to teach an open master
class, perform as a visiting artist, lead student workshops and set
choreography for a student performance of "Tensile Involvement."

Saint-Saens's Staging of an Antique
Aesthetic." Erin Brooks, graduate teaching asst. Music Classroom Bldg.,
Rm. 102. 935-4841.
5 p.m. Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
Fall Update 2007. (Continues Oct. 13.)
Kirk Packo, prof. & chair of ophthalmology, Rush U. Medical Center; Alan Sugar,
prof. & assoc. chair of ophthalmology,
Kellogg Eye Center; and Neil Miller, prof,
of ophthalmology, neurology & neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. 362-5722.

Saturday, Oct. 13
7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Cardiovascular
Disease CME Course. "Management of
Atrial Fibrillation." Cost: $85. Eric P.
Newman Education Center. To register:
362-6891.
730 a.m.-330 p.m. Oncology CME
Course. "Advances in Cancer Diagnosis
and Treatment." Cost: $145 for physicians, $100 for allied health professionals. The Chase Park Plaza, 212-232
N. Kingshighway Blvd. To register:
362-6891.
10 a.m. Physics Science Saturdays
Lecture Series. "How Does the Brain
Work? Our Journey to Gain Insight Into
the Functioning of the Brain." Ralf
Wessel, prof, of physics. Crow Hall,
Rm. 201.935-6276.

Monday, Oct. 15
030 a.m.-4 p.m. Center for the
Application of Information Technology
Workshop. "Developing IT Professionals
Into Leaders." (Continues 8:30 a.m.4 p.m. Oct. 16.) Cost: $1,210, reduced
fees available for CAIT member organizations. CAIT, 5 N. Jackson Ave. 935-4444.
11 a.m. Midwest Regional Center of
Excellence for Biodetense and
Emerging Infectious Diseases Research
Guest Lecture. "Anthrax, Plague and
Tularemia: Recently Emerged Pathogens
Tracked Globally Using Genomic
Analysis." Paul S. Keim, dir. of pathogen
genomics, Northern Ariz. U. Farrell
Learning & Teaching Center, Holden
Case Study Rm. 286-0432.
1 p.m. Master of Psychiatric
Epidemiology Program Seminar.
"Ecological Momentary Assessment:
Epidemiology on a PDA." Barry Hoffer,
dir. of intramural research program,
National Institutes of Health. Farrell
Learning & Teaching Center, Rm. 213
A&B. 286-2261.
4 p.m. Assembly Series. "This I Believe:
The State of Spiritual Life at Washington
University." Gary Braun, dir. of campus
ministries, and Avi Orlow, campus ministries. Graham Chapel. 935-5285.

4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Darwin's Nose — How to Cure a
Persistent Viral Infection: Role for IL-10."
Michael B. A. Oldstone, prof., The Scripps
Research Institute. Farrell Learning &
Teaching Center, Connor Aud. 362-2763.
4 p.m. Physics Colloquium. "Colloids as a
Model System to Explore Complex
Matter." Charles Reichhardt, theoretical
division, Los Alamos National Laboratory.
(3:30 p.m. coffee, Compton Hall, Rm.
245.) Crow Hall, Rm. 204. 935-6276.
4 p.m. Psychology Colloquium. "The
Terminator and the Spectator: Does
Media Violence Cause Societal Violence?"
Brad J. Bushman, prof, of psychology,
U. of Mich. McDonnell Hall, Rm. 162.
935-6592.
4 p.m. SHeman Cancer Center Seminar.
"Phosphoproteomic Analysis of
HER2/neu Signaling and Inhibition."
Ron Bose, asst. prof. Center for Advanced Medicine, 4921 Parkview Place.
454-8981.
5:30 p.m. Cardiac Bloelectrlclty and
Arrhythmia Center Seminar. "SUMO
Emerges From the Nucleus to Regulate
Membrane Excitability." Steve A.
Goldstein, prof, of pediatrics, U. of
Chicago. (5 p.m. reception.) Whitaker
Hall, Rm. 218. 935-7887.

Tuesday, Oct. 16
Noon. Molecular Microbiology & Microbial
Pathogenesls Seminar Series. "Sugar
Shock: A Metabolic Sensor Controlling
Cell Size." Petra Levin, asst. prof, of biology. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
747-1029.

Wednesday, Oct. 17
Noon. Mallinckrodt Inst. of Radiology
Lecture. Annual Wendell G. Scott
Memorial Lecture. "New Horizons for
Imaging in the Diagnosis and Treatment
of Alzheimer's Disease." Mark A. Mintun,
prof, of radiology, psychiatry and bioengineering. Scarpellino Aud., 510 S. Kingshighway Blvd. 362-2866.

Acclaimed dancer Alberto del
Saz, artistic director of the
Murray Louis and Nikolais
Dance Company as well as codirector of The Nikolais/Louis
Foundation for Dance, will teach
an open master class in modern
dance technique at 3 p.m. Sunday,
Oct. 7, in the Annelise Mertz
Dance Studio.
Del Saz will be on campus
from Sunday, Oct. 7, through
Oct. 13 as a visiting artist in the
Performing Arts Department in
Arts & Sciences' dance program.
In addition to the master class, he
will lead student workshops in
modern dance technique, choreography and improvisation and
set choreography for "Tensile Involvement" by the innovative
multimedia choreographer Alwin
Nikolais (1910-93). One of Nikolais' signature works, "Tensile Involvement" consists of 10 dancers
moving through and manipulating a large grid of elastic bands.
(Robert Altaian's 2003 film "The
Company" featured a version by
the Joffrey Ballet.)
Students will perform "Tensile
Involvement" Nov. 30 to Dec. 2 as
part of rEvolutions, the 2007
Dance Theatre concert. In addition, Utah's acclaimed RirieWoodbury Dance Company will
include the piece as part of its
"Nikolais Dance Theatre," an
evening-length concert of Nikolais' choreography Nov. 2-3 as
part of Edison Theatre's OVATIONS! Series.
"This will be the first time that
a student dance cast will be able
to see live a work they are learning for Dance Theatre before they

4 p.m. Chemistry Seminar. "Nucleophilic
Catalysis and the Quaternary Carbon
Problem." Edwin Vedejs, prof, of chemistry, U. of Mich. McMillen Lab.,
Rm. 311.935-6530.

MARY-JEAN COWELL

Dance
Who: Alberto del Saz
Where: Annelise Mertz Dance Studio
When: 3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 7
Admission: The class is $10 for the
public and free for members of the
Missouri Dance Organization and
Washington University students, faculty and staff

perform it," said Mary-Jean Cowell, Ph.D., associate professor of
dance in the Performing Arts Department in Arts & Sciences and
director of the dance program.
"This will be exciting for the
dancers and a bonus for St. Louis
dance audiences. The dance is an
intriguing one that typically
prompts a reaction of wanting to
see it again."
Del Saz, a member of Murray
Louis and Nikolais Dance Company for more than 20 years, has
staged the Nikolais/Louis repertory for university and professional
dance companies around the
world.
A former Spanish National
Champion in figure skating, del

Saz received his early dance training at the Nikolais-Louis Dance
Lab in New York, working directly
with both Nikolais and Murray
Louis. He made his debut as a
lead soloist in 1985 and toured
internationally with the company,
appearing at the Kennedy Center
and other major venues as well as
on the PBS American Masters Series and other national broadcasts.
Del Saz has been featured as a
guest solo artist in works by
Hanya Holm, Claudia Gitelman,
Maureen Fleming, Sara Pearson,
Cleo Parker Robinson and other
leading choreographers. In 1997
he danced Rudolph Nureyev's role
in Louis' "Moments." He is currently choreographing for bronze
medalist figure skater Nicole
Bobek and Olympic bronze
medalist and World Professional
Champion Phillipe Candeloro.
The class is $10 for the public
and free for members of the Missouri Dance Organization and
Washington University students,
faculty and staff. The Annelise
Mertz Dance Studio is located in
the Mallinckrodt Student Center,
6445 Forsyth Blvd. For more information, call 935-5858.

WUSTL to host Midwest
Conference on Asian Affairs
BY GERRY EVERDING

And More
Tuesday, Oct. 9
0:00 p.m. Center for the Study of Ethics &
Human Values Debate. "Does the U.S.
Have a Responsibility to Keep Troops in
Iraq Until the Job is Done?" The British
National Debate Team vs. WUSTL Debate
Team. (6 p.m. reception.) Ridgley Hall,
Holmes Lounge. 935-9358.

Music
Thursday, Oct. 4
8 p.m. Jazz at Holmes. Brett Stamps,
trombone. Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge.
935-4841.

Thursday, Oct. 11
8 p.m. Jazz at Holmes. Vince Varvel, guitar. Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge.
935-4841.

On Stage
Friday, Oct. 5
8 p.m. Performing Arts Deptartment
Presentation. "1940s Radio Hour." (Also
8 p.m. Oct. 6,12 & 13; 2 p.m. Oct. 7 &
14.) Edison Theatre. 935-6543.

Sports

Thursday, Oct. 18

Thursday, Oct. 4

Noon. Genetics Seminar. "Notes from the
Underground: Specification of Heme
Trafficking Pathways in C. elegans." Iqbal
Hamza, asst. prof, of animal & avian sciences, U. of Md. McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 823. 362-2139.

7 p.m. Men's soccer vs. Fontbonne U.
Francis Field. 935-4705.

3 p.m. Physics Theory Seminar.
"Interacting Dark Energy and the
Expansion History of the Universe."
Michael Berger, assoc. prof, of physics,
U. of Ind. (2:30 p.m. coffee, Compton
Hall, Rm. 245.) Crow Hall, Rm. 204.
935-6276.

"This will be the first time that a student dance cast
will be able to see live a work they are learning for
Dance Theatre before they perform it This will be
exciting for the dancers and a bonus for St Louis
dance audiences. The dance... typically prompts a
reaction of wanting to see it again."

Saturday, Oct. 6
1 p.m. Football vs. Lagrange College.
Francis Field. 935-4705.

Saturday, Oct. 13
Noon. Football vs. U. of Chicago. Francis
Field. 935-4705.

Marxism in China, taboo
images in Tibet and war,
sex work and memory in 20th
century Japan will be among
topics discussed as Washington
University welcomes the 56th
annual Midwest Conference on
Asian Affairs (MCAA) to
St. Louis Oct. 19-21.
The East Asian Studies program in Arts & Sciences is a
key sponsor of the conference,
which is expected to draw
more than 200 scholars from
across the Midwest. The University will be well represented,
with more than 20 faculty serving on panels and more than
10 graduate students presenting papers.
As conference chair, Rebecca Copeland, Ph.D., professor
of Japanese language and literature in Arts & Sciences, has
assembled a diverse, interdisciplinary program that includes
50 panel discussions and a
keynote address by Chinese
political expert Elizabeth Perry,
the Henry Rosovsky Professor
of Government at Harvard
University.
The University also is cosponsoring a preconference
outreach workshop from
8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Saturday,
Oct. 13, for local elementaryand high-school teachers with
an interest in bringing Asian
studies into their classrooms.
Tided "Envisioning Asia in
the K-12 Classroom," the
workshop will explore the
importance of graphic novels,
comics and animation in
Korea, Japan, China and India,
as well as strategies for incorporating such materials into
the classroom experience.
Workshop fee is $30; registra-

MCAA attendees will have an
opportunity to see "Korean
Comics: A Society Through
Small Frames" at the Mildred
Lane Kemper Art Museum.

tion deadline is Oct. 10.
Conference sponsors also
are inviting the public to a free
performance of Japanese puppetry and music at 8 p.m.,
Oct. 19 in the J.C. Penney Auditorium at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis.
Tided "Treasured Tales:
Traditional Japanese Narrative
Song," the program features
shinnai master and Living National Treasure Tsuruga
Wakasanojo XI and the fifth
generation headmaster of Hachioji Kuruma Ningyo,
Nishikawa Koryu.
Other conference highlights include a visit to the
Korea Society's traveling exhibition: "Korean Comics: A Society Through Small Frames"
at the Mildred Lane Kemper
Art Museum.
For more information on
the conference and related
events, including registration,
visit artsci.wustl.edu/eas/mcaa or call 935-4448.
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Sports

Genome sequencing
helps lead to discovery

Football continues
winning ways

- from Page 1

The football team scored 24 unanswered points en route to a 24-3
home victory against Rhodes
College Sept. 29.
The Bears limited Rhodes to
122 yards of total offense in the
second half. Junior quarterback
Buck Smith finished 19-of-30 in
passing for 228 yards and two
touchdowns and has thrown for
1,014 yards in five games this season. Senior Michael Casper had
three receptions for 71 yards, including a touchdown, while junior
Kyle Gray added three catches for
61 yards. WUSTL improved to
4-1, its best start since 2001.

With a grant from the University's Genome Sequencing Center
(GSC), scientists recently began a
new attempt. The lead researcher,
Anna Richards, M.D., Ph.D., at
that time a member of the Atkinson lab and now clinical lecturer
in nephrology at Royal Infirmary,
Edinburgh, elected to begin the
search with a simple gene with a
structure that made it easiest to
sequence.
That gene, TREX1, turned out
to be the gene they were looking
for. In the 10 families the scientists studied, they found that
family members with RVCL consistently had one of five different
TREX1 mutations.
A small but rapidly expanding
body of scientific literature already exists on TREX1, which is
an important mammalian gene.
It is active in almost all cells,
where it proofreads DNA for errors and helps correct those mistakes.
According to Atkinson,
though, there's little in the limit-

Men's soccer opens
UAA play with win
Sophomore Nat Zenner scored
two goals in the second half as the
Bears opened University Athletic
Association play with a 3-2 home
win against Carnegie Mellon
University Sept. 29.
The victory was their first
against Carnegie Mellon since a
2-1 win in Pittsburgh in 2001. It
also was WUSTL's first conference-opening win since the 2001
season.

ggf

Chase

Cross country teams
compete in Minnesota
The men's and women's cross
country teams competed at the
Roy Griak Invitational in
Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 29.
The No. 3 women's squad
placed first in the 42-team race,
while the men's team finished
sixth out of 34 teams. Senior Kate
Pentak finished seventh overall
with a time of 22:56.9. For the
men's team, senior Jesse McDaniel
was the best finisher, coming in
10th in a field of 367 with a time
of 26:20.

Men's tennis sweeps
singles, doubles titles
The men's tennis team swept the
singles and doubles titles at the
2007 Wilson/Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Central Region
Championship this past weekend
in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Sophomore John Watts captured his second consecutive singles title with a 6-3,6-3 victory
against Mike Greenberg of Kenyon College. Watts is the third Bear
(Brian Alvo, 2002, 2004; Watts,
2006) to win the championship
under seventh-year head coach
Roger Follmer.
In doubles, juniors Charlie
Cutler and Chris Hoeland teamed
up to win the school's first doubles title since 2002 by defeating
DePauw University's Scott Swanson and Kourtney Keith, 8-6.
Watts, along with the doubles

Engineers
Studying the mechanics
of organ development
- from Page 1
bular heart bends and rotates in a
precise manner. Taber has found
that the processes of bending and
rotation in the embryonic heart
are actually driven by at least two
different mechanical forces. His
research could help scientists better understand the roles physics
and mechanics play in a normal
developing heart and in the genesis of heart defects.
Bayly researches the mechanics of brain injury, recentiy looking into brain deformation due to
acceleration of the intact skull.
Both have long been aware of a
theory posited by their colleague,
David Van Essen, Ph.D., the Edison Professor of Neurobiology
and head of the School of Medi-

WUSTL quarterback Buck Smith, a pre-med biology major in Arts &
Sciences, has thrown for 1,014 yards through five games.
team of Cutler and Hoeland, advance to the Wilson/ITA National
Small College Championships
Oct. 11-14 in Mobile, Ala.

Swimming & diving
season opens
The men's and women's swimming 8c diving teams opened
their seasons with a dual meet
against rival Saint Louis University Sept. 29.
The men's squad beat the Division I Billikens, 151-137. The
women's team fell 197-101. Key
races for the men's team were the
200-yard breaststroke, won by
junior Julian Beattie with a time
of 2:09.58, and the 500-yard
freestyle, won by sophomore Alex
Beyer at 4:46.99. For the women,
junior Kelly Kono won the 50yard freestyle with a time of 25.38,
and senior Meredith Nordbrock
took first in the 200-yard backstroke with a time of 2:11.46.

The Bears' toughest foe was
Carnegie Mellon University Sept.
29. WUSTL led the Tartans, 2-0,
before Carnegie came back to
force a deciding fifth game.
WUSTL responded to the pressure by winning the fifth game,
15-7. The Bears swept Case Western Reserve University and the
University of Chicago Sept. 30.

Women's soccer
unbeaten, untied

The No. 7 volleyball team opened
conference play with the first
University Athletic Association
round robin of 2007, winning
three matches in New York,
Sept. 29-30.

The women's soccer team posted
two victories to improve its overall record to 10-0.
On Sept. 26, sophomore
Caryn Rosoff scored two goals in
a 3-0 win against Webster University. WUSTL followed with a
2-0 home win against Carnegie
Mellon University Sept. 30. After
a scoreless first half, freshman
Julie Tembunkiart netted the
game-winning goal in the 71st
minute, firing a shot to an open
net. Rosoff scored the insurance
goal in the 74th minute for the
Bears as she fired a shot to the far
corner from 20 yards out for her
team-leading sixth goal of the
season. WUSTL extended its
University Athletic Association
winning streak to eight games
and its regular season streak to
24 games.

cine's Department of Anatomy
and Neurobiology.
Van Essen's hypothesis, published in 1997 in the journal Nature, is a mechanical theory based
on tension in the axons — the
wiring through which nerve cells
communicate. The essence of the
hypothesis is that tension in axons
is the driving force of folding. Van
Essen's theory is one of only about
a half dozen in the literature concerning the mechanical process of
folding.
In contrast, much more is
known about the genetics of the
brain and heart.
"We're not sure of the similarities between heart looping and
brain folding," Taber said. "But
there are only a handful of
processes that cells use to create
shape and form in the embryo.
Developing brain and heart cells
have the same basic tool set but
somehow they integrate them in
different ways. We're concerned
primarily with the mechanics of

how these organs are constructed."
Results so far are only preliminary. Postdoctoral researcher in
biomedical engineering Gang Xu
has obtained unexpected data
from adult mouse brains in
studies performed primarily to
demonstrate the feasibility of their
approach.
"We've observed measurable,
sustained tension in the axons,"
Bayly said. "This is significant because it's what David Van Essen's
theory predicts is necessary for
folding."
MRI research on newborn ferrets is their most recent project.
The ferret is the smallest mammal
that has a folded brain, and unlike
humans, folding occurs after the
animal is born. Xu gave a presentation on the research at the Biomedical Engineering Society Annual Meeting Sept. 27-29 in Los
Angeles.
The National Science Foundation is funding the research for
four years at $987,000.

Volleyball begins
conference play

Tyson Research Center
a thriving place
- from Page 1
well as woodlands.
Chase, who studies how current habitat degradation and
restoration activities influence
patterns of biodiversity, said one
of the first things in the works is
a new, green building, and he is
extending a wide welcome to
University and regional researchers to find uses for Tyson.
"We have capital for a new
building, which will feature a
field lab for environmental research, as well as teaching space,"
Chase said. "My hunch is it will
be near the current administration building. It will be a green
building, and we're consulting
with University architects for design and implementation ideas. It
will be a low-impact facility that
in itself can serve as an educational and research opportunity."
In addition, Chase and his
WUSTL colleagues are planning
to implement a large-scale ecological experiment at the site that
will address fundamental questions in environmental biology
and provide collaborative research opportunities for undergraduates, graduate students and
faculty from WUSTL and elsewhere.
Chase said Tyson is a thriving
place and has just endured a very
busy summer of research and
teaching.
He said there are about 10
WUSTL faculty doing research or
teaching at Tyson; six postdoctoral researchers and 15 graduate
students are using Tyson, and
each summer 10-15 undergraduate researchers use Tyson as a resource. In addition, another 20 or
so researchers from other institutions are using it for research activities.
He is looking forward to important papers from researchers
using Tyson coming out in scientific journals each year. Researchers are conducting studies
on topics ranging from ponds
and amphibians to invasive
plants, infectious diseases, geology, water chemistry, astronomy,
hydrology and archeology. Students and faculty in the School of
Art in Arts 8c Sciences also have
made consistent and creative use
of Tyson.
Ghase is teaching a course in
Biology/Environmental Studies
that meets entirely at Tyson, including a recent overnight outing
for nighttime observations —

ed TREX1 literature to suggest
why mutations in the gene
should cause small blood vessels
to start dying off in middle-aged
RVCL patients. This implies that
TREX1 may have a fundamental
role in maintaining the health of
small blood vessels that has previously gone unrecognized.
"We're going to be working
very hard to understand everything we can about TREX1 to try
to give us some hints about
what's happening to people with
RVCL and how we can help,"
Atkinson said.
"What we learn may provide
insights into why these same vessels sometimes start to die off in
the elderly, leading to a variety of
complications. The disease was
discovered here in St. Louis — its
genetic basis was identified by the
GSC — and now our goal is to
find a treatment."
Atkinson's lab already has
identified a lead. They showed
that two of the mutations they
identified in RVCL patients create
a tailless form of the TREX1 protein that can't properly anchor itself to the part of the cell where it
normally does its job.
Scientists are studying
whether this dislocation could
have any links to the damage that
occurs in RVCL.

"We're open for
business. Tyson is a
great facility and a
beautiful place, but it's
only 2,000 acres. We
have great habitats, but
not all of the biological,
geological or archaeological sites that would
make us complete."
JONATHAN

M.

CHASE

complete with a campfire and
s'mores. He said other faculty, including those from biology, earth
and planetary sciences, anthropology, physics, art and environmental studies, are planning to
use Tyson for teaching activities
in the coming school year.
"We're open for business,"
Chase said. "Tyson is a great facility and a beautiful place, but it's
only 2,000 acres. We have great
habitats, but not all of the biological, geological or archaeological
sites that would make us complete."
Chase is trying to build a sizeable network within a 100-mile
radius of Tyson of neighboring
natural places such as Lone Elk
and Castlewood parks, state and
county sites, and the Missouri
Botanical Garden's nearby Shaw
Nature Preserve to allow WUSTL
research activities at those place.
Farther down the road, visitors
might see small, rustic cabins on
the site.
"Many other field stations
have a broader community feel,"
he said. "People live there yearround or at least during the field
season in cabins on the site. In the
past, you'd go out to Tyson, grab
some samples and go back to
campus. That's fine, but it's not
conducive to fostering an intellectual atmosphere. Allowing researchers to stay out at Tyson for
extended periods would do that."
Chase is offering the WUSTL
community an open house
Oct. 19. People can take tours, ask
questions, see the sites, then finish
with a barbecue.
"We're reaching out to everybody to see what's available and
possible at Tyson," Chase said.
"It's open to all schools for many
purposes. We hope to have a great
turnout."
For those interested in using
Tyson for teaching or research activities, contact Chase at
jchase@wustl.edu or 935-4105.
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Notables
Introducing new
faculty members
The following are among the
new faculty members at the
University. Others will be
introduced periodically in this
space.
Cassie Adcock, Ph.D., joins
the Department of History in
Arts & Sciences as assistant
professor with a joint appointment in religious studies. She received a bachelor's
degree in anthropology from
Bard College in 1994, a master's degree in religious studies from the University of
California, Santa Barbara, in
1996 and a master's degree in
the history of religions from
the University of Chicago in
1997. Her doctorate was
awarded this summer from
the University of Chicago,
where she completed a dissertation on modern religion
and political culture in North
India in the 19th and 20th
centuries. Her main research
interests lie in the exploration
of historically specific articulations of religion, secularism
and tolerance in colonial and
postcolonial India.
Asad Qadri Ahmed Ph.D.,
joins the Department of
Asian and Near Eastern Languages and Literatures in Arts
& Sciences as assistant professor of Arabic and Islamic
studies. His undergraduate
training at Yale included western philosophy and literature;
at Princeton, where he earned
his doctorate, he expanded
his fields of interest to include
Islamic intellectual history in
its first 400 years and early Islamic history. His further interests include Arabo-Islamic
philosophy and theology with
a special focus on logic and
epistemology, classical Arabic
poetry and poetics, Hadith
studies, Tafsir and GraecoArabica.
Jean ADman, Ph.D., joins the
Department of History in
Arts & Sciences as the Jack
Hexter Professor in the Humanities. Since receiving her
doctorate from Northwestern
University in 1987, she has
held faculty positions at the
University of Missouri-Columbia, the University of
Minnesota, where she was
tenured in 1996, and the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, which she joined
in 2001 as professor of history — with appointments in
African studies and gender
and women's studies — and
where she served as director
of the university's Center for
African Studies from 200307. She is a specialist in the
social, cultural and political
history of West Africa and is
the author or editor of six
books, including, most recently, "TONGNAAB: The
History of a West African
God" (2005).
Xiumin Martin, Ph.D., joins
the Olin Business School as
assistant professor of accounting. She focuses her research on the role of voluntary accounting disclosures,
the properties of accounting
numbers and the role of information on assets pricing.
Martin has a doctorate in financial accounting from the
University of Missouri-Columbia and a master of philosophy in accounting from
the Hong Kong Baptist University in Hong Kong.

Digitizing the works of a 16th-century poet
Spenser Project receives NEH Scholarly Editions Grant
It has been almost 100 years
since Oxford University Press
published the collected works of
Edmund Spenser.
A Washington University English professor and a team of Arts
& Sciences undergraduate and
graduate students are involved in
a major project to publish a new
edition for Oxford University
Press — which will be complemented by an even more substantial digital archive.
And they are getting some help
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH). The NEH
has awarded a Scholarly Editions
Grant to Joseph Loewenstein,
Ph.D., professor of English in Arts
& Sciences, who is one of five
Spenser Project general editors
from five universities worldwide.
The grant provides outright
and matching funds of $150,000
over three years to support the editing, annotation and digitization
of the works of the 16th-century
English poet.
"This is a tremendously competitive grant, and it wouldn't
have happened without the support of Washington University
and the University of South Carolina," said Loewenstein, who is
also director of the Interdisciplinary Project in the Humanities in
Arts & Sciences.
"Specifically, Arts & Sciences
really stepped up and brought the
resources of Olin Library and the
Humanities Digital Workshop
(HDW) into this project. This
commitment we had certainly
helped the NEH to understand
how strongly we wanted to see
this research project succeed."
The project's goal is to produce
an authoritative scholarly edition
of Spenser's collected works,
which include his most famous,
"The Faerie Queene." The long allegorical poem is the first national
epic in English.
The grant will cover production of the "Collected Works of
Edmund Spenser," a three-volume
print edition of Spenser's writings, as well as a digital archive.
The Spenser Archive will make the
information available as a fully
searchable research and teaching
tool for scholars, students and
general readers alike.
The first volume of the print

An 1853 engraving of Edmund Spenser (1552-1599).
edition and a substantial portion
of the digital archive are expected
to be available by 2010.
Teams of graduate and undergraduate students have been assisting Loewenstein and his fellow editors in examining early print versions and manuscripts of Spenser
writings and in assembling the
materials necessary for authoritative commentary on Spenser, who
Loewenstein refers to as one of the
most erudite and imaginative

poets in English.
The WUSTL students currently working on the project are
Jonathan Shelley, a post-baccalaureate fellow in the HDW;
Olin Fellow Braden Phillips-Welborn; sophomores Melanie
Mohn, Deva Estin and Brendan
Blas6; and seniors Megan McFadden and Kate Ehrlich.
"The students here working
on this project are fantastic," said
Loewenstein. "They are quite

meticulous, imaginative, hardworking and efficient. One of the
sophomores has been especially
skilled at managing and coordinating the work with the graduate students and staff at the other
institutions."
He proudly points out that
WUSTL is the only Spenser Project institution that has undergraduates involved in a "serious
and sustained way." He has been
working with different groups of
students on this project since
2002.
Computer science students in
the School of Engineering
worked with Loewenstein in 2003
to develop prototype database
engines and again in 2004-06 to
develop digital collator software
to support the Spenser Archive.
The engineering school students received degree credits for
their work on the project. This
collaboration between the humanities in Arts & Sciences and
the School of Engineering was the
first of its kind, Loewenstein said.
In addition to Loewenstein,
the four other scholars at the
center of the Spenser Project are:
Patrick Cheney, professor of English, Pennsylvania State University; Elizabeth Fowler, professor of
English, University of Virginia;
David Lee Miller, professor of
English, University of South Carolina; and Andrew Zucher, Fellow in English, Cambridge University.

Schlanger named reporter for ABA prisoner standards
Margo Schlanger, J.D., professor of law, has been
named the new reporter for the American Bar
Association's (ABA) effort to rewrite and update its
standards relating to the legal
treatment of prisoners. These standards are part of the ABA's overall
Criminal Justice Standards Project,
which is designed to guide policymakers and practitioners in criminal justice matters.
"The American Bar Association
is the professional association of
our nation's lawyers, and its mission is to 'defend liberty and pur- Schlanger
sue justice,'" Schlanger said.
"There is no place where that mission is more important than in American jails and prisons, which currently incarcerate a record 2.3 million people. It is a
great privilege to lend whatever expertise I have to

this effort to promote good correctional practice in
tandem with respect for the rights of prisoners.
"I hope the standards we develop will prove useful
to jail and prison administrators, courts and legislators," she said.
Last revised in 1986, the ABA's prisoner standards
include, among others, sections on conditions of confinement; classification and isolation of prisoners;
disciplinary rules and procedures; personal security,
including use of force and prevention and investigation of sexual and nonsexual violence; medical and
mental health care; and accountability and oversight.
Schlanger is a member of the national Commission on Safety and Abuse in America's Prisons and is
an expert on civil rights litigation, particularly litigation involving jails and prisons. She recently established the Civil Rights Litigation Clearinghouse, an
online database and repository for civil rights litigation, court orders, opinions and pleadings.

For the Record
Of note
Robert Baloh, M.D., Ph.D.,
instructor in the Department of
Neurology, has received the
American Academy of Neurology's S. Weir Mitchell Award.
The academy gives the award
annually to a physician in training who conducts outstanding
basic neurological research.
Baloh also received a prestigious
Burroughs Wellcome Career
Award for Medical Scientists.
Designed to help bridge the
gap between postdoctoral and
faculty appointments, the
award will provide Baloh with
$700,000 in research funding
over five years
Sarah Borton, a fourth-year
doctor of audiology student in
the Program in Audiology and
Communication Sciences, was
one of two students nationwide
to receive a James Jerger Award
for Excellence in Student
Research for her poster presentation on research from her
Capstone Project

KatharinaLodders Ph.D.,
research associate professor of
earth and planetary sciences in
Arts & Sciences, has received a
two-year, $77,774 grant from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Ames Research
Center for research titled
"Comparative Exoplanetology:
Constraining the Properties of
Extrasolar Giant Planet
Atmospheres."...
Jennifer Loughman, Ph.D., of the
Department of Pediatrics; John
Murphy, Ph.D., of the Department of Molecular Biology &
Pharmacology; Amelia Kahler
Pinto, Ph.D., of the Department
of Pathology & Immunology; and
KristySzretter, Ph.D., of the
Department of Internal Medicine
(Infectious Diseases) have been
named 2007-08 W.M. Keck
Postdoctoral Fellows in Molecular
Medicine by the Division of
Biology and Biomedical Sciences.
Each year, the division selects four
or five outstanding scientists in
biomedical research with fewer
than two years of postdoctoral
research experience and awards
each a fellowship of $25,000 for

partial stipend support. This program was established and endowed
at the School of Medicine in 1988
with a $900,000 grant from the
W.M. Keck Foundation
Susan E. Macldnnon M.D., the
Sydney M. Jr. and Robert H.
Shoenberg Professor of Surgery
and chief of the Division of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery, was
elected president of the American
Association of Plastic Surgeons at
its 86th Annual Meeting in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, May 19-22
Lisa Potts, Ph.D., research audiologist in the Department of
Otolaryngology, and Sarah King, a
fourth-year doctor of audiology
student in the Program in
Audiology and Communication
Sciences, were among five students
nationwide to receive American
Academy of Audiology Student
Research Forum Awards at the
academy's annual conference last
April. At the conference, Potts,
who earned her doctorate in May,
presented her doctoral dissertation
research, and King presented
research from her Capstone
Project....

Bradley L. Schlaggar, M.D.,
Ph.D., assistant professor of
Neurology, Pediatrics, Anatomy
8c Neurobiology and Radiology,
has been named the 2007
Tourette Syndrome Association
Humanitarian of the Year....
Amy Waterman, Ph.D., assistant professor of medicine, has
received a three-year, $911,595
grant from the Health Resources
and Services Administration for
research titled "Educating Missouri Patients About Preemptive
Living Donor Transplantation:
A Randomized Controlled
Trial."

Obituary
0'Loughlin
J. Brian O'Loughlin, D.D.S.,
assistant in prosthodontics
from 1968-69 and instructor in
orthodontics from 1971-74 at the
School of Dentistry, died Sunday,
Sept. 2, 2007. He was 70.
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BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

Bradley P. Stoner is quite a
multi-tasker.
Firmly entrenched in
both the Danforth and
Medical campuses,
Stoner has easily and effectively
bridged the gap between the two,
combining his love of anthropology with a passion for public
health.
Stoner, M.D., Ph.D., associate
professor of anthropology in Arts
& Sciences and of medicine in the
School of Medicine, studies cultural perspectives on disease, particularly sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).
"Medicine and anthropology
are both human sciences," Stoner
says. "Anthropology studies popillations, whereas medicine is
classically patient-oriented — it
focuses on the health of individuals. What I like to do in medical
anthropology is to create a framework for understanding people's
beliefs about illness and how
these affect health-care behaviors,
health-seeking strategies and
whether patients comply with
what their doctor tells them. Different cultural groups have very
different beliefs about the nature
of illness."
Born in Indianapolis, Stoner
became interested in medicine at
a young age, following in the
footsteps of his father, a dentist.

Bridging the gaps

Bradley P. Stoner, M.D., Ph.D., associate professor of anthropology in Arts & Sciences and of medicine
in the School of Medicine, chats in his office with Pornsak Chandanabhumma, a senior majoring in
anthropology and biology, both in Arts & Sciences. "Brad is always enthusiastic, eloquent and engaging in his mastery of the subject," says Victoria J. Fraser, M.D., the J. William Campbell Professor of
Medicine and co-director of the School of Medicine's infectious diseases division. "He inspires students
to understand the complex dynamics of behavior, social groups, networks and disease transmission."

hired at Washington University in
1995 after four years at the University of Washington.
"St. Louis at that time was undergoing a syphilis epidemic,"
He went to Harvard UniversiStoner says. "I was hired mainly
ty to study biochemistry, but an
because there was no one on the
elective class his freshman year
infectious disease faculty who
introduced him to anthropology.
had a primary research or clinical
He ended up declaring anthrointerest in STDs."
pology as a major, hoping to use
Stoner was able to negotiate a
it as a springboard to medical
joint appointment with anthroschool.
pology so that he could teach
However, by his senior year,
courses as well as work on rehis excitement about anthropolosearch projects in infectious disgy led him to seek a doctorate.
eases.
After graduating from Harvard,
"Brad has done a remarkable
he went to McGill University in
job since moving to the DepartMontreal, where he earned a
ment of Anthropology from the
master's degree in anthropology,
medical school to administrate
followed by a medical degree in
our Medicine 8c Society Pro1987 and a doctorate in '89, both
gram," says Richard J. Smith,
from Indiana University BloomPh.D., the Ralph E. Morrow Disington.
tinguished University Professor
Upon completing a three-year
and chair of the Department of
residency in internal medicine at
Anthropology in Arts & Sciences.
Duke University, anthropology
"Under his leadership, our medcalled Stoner back. He applied for
ical anthropology group has
a postdoctoral fellowship at the
grown not only as a special unUniversity of Washington.
dergraduate experience, but as an
"I really wanted to get back
important graduate program.
into anthropology and thought
Next year, in order to meet some
that the subdiscipline of infecof the student interest, Brad will
tious diseases in medicine was
initiate a new undergraduate
most closely aligned with what I
minor in public health, and two
was
very
interested
in
doing,"
Bradley P. Stoner
new faculty will join the group.
Stoner says.
He is one of the most conscienThe University of WashingTitle: Associate professor of anthrotious and dedicated teachers in
ton's program was well-known at
pology in Arts & Sciences and of
the department."
the time for its study of STDs
medicine in the School of Medicine
While Stoner currendy holds
and HIV. Stoner was drawn into
Family: Wife Leslie and daughters
a primary appointment in anSTD research studies because of
Meredith, 17, and Caroline, 14
thropology, his research interests
his interest in the anthropological
are still based in disease transHobbies: Skiing, bicycling, reading
aspects of STD transmission.
mission.
That interest led him being
"My medical research now is focused primarily on
the study of chlamydia and syphilis. I'm
currendy doing several communitybased studies on
transmission dynamics and health services research surrounding STDs," he says.
One of the major
research projects
Stoner is involved in
is a Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)funded study of testing strategies for
chlamydia, a disease
relatively common in
women of reproductive age that, if left
untreated, can damage the reproductive
Stoner with his wife Leslie and daughters Caroline, 14 (left), and Meredith, 17,
system.
during a recent family vacation to Canada.

Bradley P. Stoner
works at the interface of medicine,
anthropology and
public health

It is the most commonly reported bacterial infection in the
United States, and many who
contract the disease get it again
from infected partners in a relatively short amount of time.
"The official recommendation
of the CDC is that any woman
with chlamydia should be treated
but then retested three to four
months later to make sure that
she's not reinfected," says Stoner.
"But with many women who do
get treated, their male partners
often remain untreated. The
women then get reinfected from
their boyfriend, husband or new
partner."
Very few women follow the
CDC's recommendation. Stoner's
study is hoping to determine the
effectiveness of rescreening at
home versus telling the women to
come back in for a checkup in
three to four months.
"Annually, there are about one
million reported cases of chlamydia in the United States," Stoner
says. "I think one of the big holes
in our public health system is the
failure to obtain rescreening. Our
hope is that this study will increase that rate."
Stoner also is examining the
psycho-social impact of chlamydia on women. "A lot of women
are being diagnosed every year,"
Stoner says. "But we are not very
clear on how that is impacting
them personally. Are they psychologically affected by the diagnosis
in a negative way? Does it bother
them that they have an STD?"
Stoner has found that many
women do worry about aspects of
the disease, like the fidelity of
their partners, whether or not
they will be able to get pregnant
and if the diagnosis makes them
"dirty."
"Doctors tend to want to talk
about this as strictly a medical
condition, give the patient an antibiotic and send them on their
way," Stoner says. "But we are
finding that some women have
hidden feelings about chlamydia
that really need to be addressed
and dealt with."
In 1995, Stoner applied for a
grant to provide STD training to
doctors and nurses in Missouri,
Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska. He
established the St. Louis STD/
HIV Prevention and Training
Center, which still operates today.
"Brad has made a tremendous
contribution in the field of sexually transmitted infections
through his prevention and training center," says Victoria J. Fraser,

M.D., the J. William Campbell
Professor of Medicine and co-director of the School of Medicine's infectious diseases division.
"Brad is always enthusiastic, eloquent and engaging in his mastery of the subject. He inspires
students to understand the complex dynamics of behavior, social
groups, networks and disease
transmission."
Another one of Stoner's goals
is to examine local populations
and cultural perspectives on disease, particularly STDs. In 2002,
Stoner conducted a two-year
project called the "Ethnography
of Syphilis," during which he
studied patients with the disease
and the health care providers
who were treating them.
The study found major differences in perception of what
syphilis is, who is responsible for
it and how to prevent it in the
future.
"Much of my work nowadays
is at the interface of medicine,
anthropology and public health,"
Stoner says. "Public health really
is the institution that protects the
health of populations, so it's a
perfect arena for anthropologists
to get involved in terms of policy
and health services formulation."
His goal is to disclose many of
the hidden expectations surrounding health care, particularly STDs, and to learn something
about human nature and the
perception of disease.
"If a public health program,
like an STD clinic, doesn't fully
understand local conceptions of
disease transmission — what
people are thinking about how
the disease is spread — then the
program itself will be incomplete
in addressing the needs of the
people," Stoner says.
For example, he finds that patients with syphilis often expect
the state health department to do
a better job of tracking down
their partners.
The health department, however, doesn't have the staffing to
conduct a full partner investigation for every STD for every patient. This results in a cycle
whereby few partners per STD
actually get treated.
Stoner says he is "very happy"
at the University. "I've found it to
be quite flexible. I'm one who
has capacities in two different
arenas — medicine and anthropology. The University has been
helpful and supportive in allowing me to engage both of those
arenas."

